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INTRODUCTION

This report describes a facility for partial body in - vivo Neutron

Activation Analysis (FBIVNAA), with an emphasis on simple construction and

minimum expense, making it particularly suitable for use in developing countries.

The main investigation of interest here is the thermal activation of

calcium ( Câ T[n,/)Câ ° ), 99$ of which resides in the skeleton. Hence, this

element provides a good indicator of bone masp -*•"-<-- «ntial in the study

of the metabolic bone diseases.

These diseases are extremely widespread and are the result of an

upset in mineral balance which may come from intestinal malabsorption syndromes,

deficient diet, renal failure, or hormonal upset (eg postmenopausal or thyroid

adenoma). The mechanisms are not well understood and a technique which can

accurately stage disease progression or response to new therapeutic measures is

essential.

In addition, the facility may be applied to the measurement of other

elements which exhibit suitable neutron activation reactions, in particular the

toxic metals. The clinical feasibility of studying these elements is generally

decided by the required dose to measure their typical concentrations found in

disease, and some preliminary measurements have been made.

The irradiation areas of interest here are; for Ca •*•",.arement

(a) Principally the hand, ankle and tibia for their easy accessibility and

relatively low radiation sensitivity,.

(b) The lumbar spine for its high rate of mineral turnover and consequent early

demonstration of changes,

and for toxicology studies,

(c) Th* liver which tend« to accumulate metals deposited fro« the blood.
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FACILITY CONSTRTCTION

The facility consists of two lOOug Californium-252 radioisotope
Q

neutron sources, each initially with a yield of 2.3 x 10 n/s.

They are doubly encapsulated in stainless steel by the Badiochemical

Centre, Amersham, and then enclosed in a larger cylindrical stainless steel

container which act« as a transfer rabbit in the pneumatic delivery system.

This system was constructed from first principles, in the light of

experience gained from the previous utilisation of two Californium sources at

this centre. (BODDY, HOBEKPSON & GLAROS 1974)

The sources are normally maintained in a shielded position down a

sealed, Aluminium lined hole, underground. Each source is in a separate copper

U-tube, to on« arm of which is connected a polythene airline, and to the other a

semi - rigid polypropylene source delivery tube of low resistance. (FlG l). The

airline is connected to a small i h.p. compressor/vacuum pump, through a system

of hand valves which allow selection of one or both sources, or, in the event of

pump failure, a manual back - up pump. This allows the sources to be blown up

or sucked down by manually changing over the pump supply lines, although a

solenoid valve will allow this to be done with an electronic switch or autotimer.

The delivery tubes are inserted into steel irradiation ends, air

passage being possible through exhaust holes in the base. For immersion in

water, areas of epoxy resin were formed on the irradiation end to provide air

channels, and give a tight fit inside a piece of perspex tubing and end - piece.

A silicon greased polythene tube is pushed over the complete assembly making it

watertight. (PIG 2)

The irradiation area decided on was a !arc* (63x50x44 cm) water tank

because of the simplicity of a set up with the following advantages;
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(Scale 2;1)

252,Figure 2(a). - Cf steel encapsulation, and transfer rabbit

air channels ('araldite')-? ptransfer rabbit

endplate

watertight tube-1 irradiation end-1

Steel Perspex

air exhaust hole

Polyethylene

Figure 2(b) . - Watertight 252Cf delivery tub« with source in

irradiation position. (Scale 1:1 )
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(a) Immersion of the sources provides an effective backscatter of slow neutrons

into the irradiation area, giving a large increase in activation for unit

dose.

(b) The water between the sources in a bilateral arrangement will moderate the

neutron spectrum resulting in a uniform activating (thermal) flux over

this distance, for some optimum source separation.

(c) Since water and tissue have virtually identical neutron moderation and

absorption properties, a bilateral source arrangement means the intermediate

water and the analysed body section, together form a regularly shaped

irradiation volume. This means that irregularities of body shape and

volume are no longer important.

(d) The water provides an effective shield for both neutron and / emissions

from the sources, resulting in a substantial reduction of the dose to other

regions of the body.

SHIELDING

The irradiation room used was an existing radioisotope laboratory

which comprises a cell 2.2x1.3x2.9 metres high, surrounded by a wall consisting

of 22cm concrete, 22cm wax and a further 44cm of concrete. (FIG 3)

This level of shielding, originally constructed for two Cf - 252

sources twice the present size and performing irradiations in air, was found to

be unnecessary in the present case. With the sources in the water tank, dose

rates were negligible up to the cell door and only 2OmVh just inside.

With the sources in their underground shielded position, less than

O.lmR/h could be detected at floor level with standard radiation survey monitors.
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DOSE & UNIFORMr1I
1Y

The essential parameters in setting up a neutron activation facility

are to achieve 'bhe highest activation for the permitted dose, and to optimise the

uniformity of the activating flux (and counting efficiency) through the body

section of interest. It is to these twin alas that the major part of the

remainder of thILs report is dedicated.

Optimisation of activation either gives smaller statistical errors»

or allows use o!f a lower dose. A high degree of flux uniformity means the bone

is always activated to the same extent, independently of tissue thickness

variations between individuals, wasting or oedema in a single individual, or

patient positiohing relative to the sources ox movement during irradiation. This

not only means 'bhe method will be highly reproducible, but allows quantitative

results to be obtained, from comparison of the patient with an irradiated standard

quantity of the element of interest (phantom), with no need to exactly duplicate

the elemental distribution in the individual.

Preliminary measurements;

25The activatinj flux was assessed with Ha solution in detectors of

various shapes and volumes, and 1 cm diameter gold foils. (TABLE l). Where

possible, the NU detectors were used for their similar cross section/neutron

energy curve to calcium - 48« On the other hand, the Au foils are more convenient,

accurate, and approximate more closely to a point detector. However, Au exhibits

epithermal resdbances which may need to be corrected for using cadmium covered

foils. Initially the thermal flux profile from one of the sources in the water

tank was measured twice with each of a variety of detectors. (FIG 4) This plot

illustrates a rilimber of points;

(a) The typidkl thermal build up with the Au foils exhibits a more pronounced

peak (at 4 slightly shallower depth) than the Ma, due to the former's detection
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FIG. 4 - Single Cf - 252 thermal neutron flux plot in water with

a) Au foils, b).Ra in polythene ampoules, c) Na in perspex dishes.

Also, Na (polythene) results extrapolated to bilateral sources

at separations of 10, 11, and 12 cm.
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of the epithermal component of flux. Became of cadmium's high thermal

neutron cross section, Cd covered Au acts as a detector of epithermal

neutrons. Au28̂ 6 - Au Cd results therefore measure purely the thermal

flux, which was found to be in reasonable agreement with the Na plot

(not illustrated).

(b) The polythene Na detectors exhibit a slightly greater moderation effect

than the thin perspex detectors. This difference is sitall, the polythene

being similar to bone and the perspex to water. (GLAROS 1975)

(c) Extrapolating from the thermal profile to equivalent double sources at

various seperations, indicates that a source - source distance of 11. OCM

will give an optimum uniformity of about £ jf> variation, over the centre

9cm. The flux is highly uniform over the centre 7cm where the bone is

likely to be (+ 1.7$), however all the profiles indicate a rapid fall off

at the edge« vhich occurs -earlier than would be desired, and could introduce

errors if the bone were to enter this region,

The 10cm source separation gives an even higher degree of uniformity

over its centre 6cm, meaning it would be usa.ful only for thin sections

(eg hands, wrists), and then only with a perspex cage or similar, to

accurately define the uniform area.
v

Dose assessment was performed with a series of fast neutron emulsions

and B - / films, irradiated in air and waiar at 1cm intervals fro* the source. In

addition, sulphur discs were used to measure the fast flux variation with distance

^ ^from the source, utilising the 2.7MeV threshold reaction

The resulting profiles indicate (PIG.5)-

i) The greater fast neutron moderation and consequently lower dost in water

compared to air.

ii) In contrast, the /dose is higher in water, du* principally to the emission

of 2.2MeV /'s from thermal neutron capture In hydroge- ( H(n,/)D ).
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iii) The major component of dose is from fast neutrons, which fall off with

approximately an inverse square behaviour with distance. The concurrent

slow neutron dose, as measured by the B - '/ badges, contributes between 2

and 1256 (in moderator) of that from fast neutrons, being relatively greater

at greater depth (not illustrated).

Therefore, with the llcm seperation outlined, the proximity to the

source would result in an exaessively high fast neutron dose rate for the

activating thermal flux "obtained (skin dose around 4 Rem/min).

Spectrum modification

In order to increase the source - subject distance without the

consequent drastic loss of uniformity, the introduction of an air gap in front

of the sources was investigated. The basis for this is that the air provides a

distance factor without degradation of the neutron energy spectrum, although it

was expected that the overall intensity of thermal flux would be dramatically

reduced«

From the dose plots, a source distance of 5 - 6cm gives a factor of

more than 10 reduction in dose rate, with relatively less important gains

thereafter. Therefore, in order to keep as close to the source as the dose rate

would permit, they were each moved back 5«3cm to allow introduction of the

preliminary air gap arrangements.

Three bilateral arrangements were initially tried at various source

separations, each utilising two sealed 9cm diameter penpex petri dishes in front

of the sources.

(a) WATER - WATER configuration providing 5.3cm preaoderator.

(b) WATER - AIR „ „ „ 2.9e» „ „ + 2.4cm air.

(c) AIR - AIR „ „ „ 0.5cm „ „ + 4.8c» air.
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The air being a poorer neutron moderator should result in better

uniformity, but for the same reason a higher dose in the irradiation region,

than the water.

Figure 6 illustrates a comparison of the thermal flux profiles for

the different arrangements. From this the thermal flux is clearly reduced with

the increased source seperation, but significantly, the slope of the air - air

profile is substantially less, as also is. that of the air - water, but to a smaller

d egree.

Extrapolation to bilateral profiles (PIG 7' ) showed sufficient

promise to perform actual bilateral irradiations since the amount of moderator

(producing scattering), relativ» source intensity, and non - uniformities around

the sources can result in discrepancies between actual bilateral irradiations and

those extrapolated from a unilateral plot. The differences found here were

small, since both the sources are submerged in a large volume of homogenous

moderator, the actual bilateral results exhibiting slightly better- uniformity

for the gap arrangements and a slightly more peaked profile for the 'no - gap*

arrangement, where the sources are in close proximity,

A comparison plot of the actual bilateral results is shown in fig 8,

and the effect of varying the source separation in fig 9.

The quoted flux uniformity is taken as + 200 MAX/MAX + MIN % over 9.8cm, based

on a 10.8cm irradiation distance with 0.5cm soft tissue or premoderator either

side. This distance was decided on as being able to accomodate even the largest

calf for tibia irradiations,,from measurements on a variety of human subjects.

Calculated dose rates from the film badge results in water and air, are also shown.

The results show excellent uniformity of +, 6.y/° for the air - air

configuration, compared to the configurations containing premoderator. This is

comparable with the + 4 »5$ of the original arrangement over this width, since

the undesirable areas of rapid flux change have been eliminated. In addition,
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Air Gap Arrangement:

10.8 CB.
SCALE 1:8

10cm.

D Air U Water

source - source »2C«6c«.

IRRADIATICN WIDTH cm.

FIG. 7 - Calculated bilateral profile« from single source result!

for (a) 10.8 cm. seperation & no air gap (b) Air - Air (c) Water -

Air (d) Water - Water, gaps with * 10 cm. wide irradiation area,

(Uniformity given over irradiation width,*inus 0.5<» either side).
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(a) 9.1 cm.
(b) 10.8

(a) 9.1 era.
(b) 10.8

D Air

FIf, 9 - Thermal flux profiles for various size irradiation

area« using (i) AIR - AIR, (ii) WATER - AIH, (iii) WATER - WATE»

arrangement« for spectrum modification. (Uniformity figures assuae

0*5 en* soft tissue or premoderator).
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the activation flux is only down by a factor of 2, compared to a skin dose

reduction by a factor of at least 10 (0.5cm from the source). The smallest dose

reduction, still by a factor of 4t occurs at the centre of the irradiation area.

As extpected, the air - air gap has the highest dose of the three

arrangements, although the difference is small due to a decreased J contribution,

and the predominant fast neutron dose being distance, rather than moderation

dependent.

In Siiuimary, the best arrangement is the purely air gap, which gives

comparable uniformity to the original bilateral set - up, for a factor of 5

improvement in activation per unit dose. That is, the most important factor is

fast neutron dose reduction by increasing the distance from the source, rather

than moderating the neutron energy, while having air between the source and

irradiation area actually retains the neutron energy spectrum, and consequently

a good bilateral uniformity.

Development of the air KB.V concept

The promising results obtained by using an air gap, prompted further

investigation of the improvements that might be achieved by changing its size and

shape, and hence its scattering properties.

Three basic arrangements were investigated in various geometries.

These were, the 9.0cm diameter cylindrical air gap as used previously, a 15.2cm

diameter cylindrical air gap, and a conical air gap of maximum diameter 9-5cm

adjacent to the irradiation area. The last two were formed by stretching polythene

over a more rigid funnel or pipe, which was then firmly taped over to present

distortions of the face due to the hydrostatic pressure ;*.- the water tank.

The conical shape was investigated ar it was hypothesised that this

might result in thermal neutron backscattering at angles which would give a

focussing effect inside the irradiation area, thus increasing the activation per
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unit dose. The cylindrical .air gaps were placed in contact with the source

delivery ends, whereas with the cones, the delivery tubes were actually inserted

a few mm. into the air gap, to prevent backscattering away from the irradiation

area.

RESULTS:

A comparison of some slightly different conical arrangements is

illustrated in fig. 10, and from this it can be seen that small errors in source

positioning, air gap size, or slight changes in the amount of premoderator will

not greatly alter the profile or uniformity. A very slight increase in flux

variation is seen as a result of an increased source seperation, or water/air

ratio, due to greater moderation. The optimum arrangement of those illustrated

is the 10.6cm irradiated area with 5»3cm air gap, giving +_ 4.8$ over the centre

9.8cm. The profile shape, however, indicates a better overall uniformity figure

might be achieved at smaller source seperations.

A comparison of the arrangements, i.e. the cone, 9cm and 15.2cm

cylinders is shown in fig. 11. Although not necessarily the optimum geometry for

each arrangement, a standard 5cm air, 0.3cm premoderator, with a 10.8cm wide

irradiation area has been adopted. The overall source seperation is a constant

21.4cm, the uniformity is given over the centre 9.8cm, assuming 0.5cm soft tissue

or premoderator, and a rough estimate of the dose is included in the form of a

sulphur disc count. Irradiated under identical conditions, the sulphur assesses

the relative fast flux component of the arrangements, which has previously been

shown to contribute the major proportion of the dose«

The uniformity and relative dose for cone: small cylinder: large

cylinder are, + 5.7$ : ± 5.0$ : + l.&fo and 4.3 : 4.2 : 4.0 respectively. The

activation potential (total thermal flux) for the three arrangements is also in

this order, giving similar activation per unit dose, with the large cylinder

slightly poorer, and the cone slightly better due to increased backscatter.

However, this backscatter results in a preferential increase of thermal flux at



5 10.8 cm.
/

(i) / +4.a£, a=-5.3Cm. b= 10.6cm.
/

ii) X ±5.2#, a~ 5.3 b- 11.0
/« . •
±5.7$, a- 5.0 - b« 11.4

. 10 - Helative slow neutron variation lining 9.6cm. (max. diam.)
conical air gap in slightly differing geometries. Uniformity
figure given over centre 9.8cm.

SCALE 1:5

10.8cm.

— Soft tissue or prempderator

Pig. 11 - Relative slow neutron flux variation for (i) 9.6cm. max. diam.

cone (ii) 9cm. diam. cylinder (iii) 15.2cm. diam. cylinder. Air gaps

incorporate 5cm. air, and 3mm. premodcrator for overall source seperation

of 21.4cm.
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the edges, which makes for slightly worse uniformity than the small diameter

cylinder. Similarly, the large diameter loses a lot of scattering resulting in

a lower thermal flux, again particularly at the edges.

The cone result of fig, 11 (5.7$) is slightly worse than that of

fig. 10 (4.8$), due to increased source separation. The small cylinder result

here (5.0$) is in poorer agreement with the earlier, nominally identical run

(6.3$ : fig. 8 ). Apart from the general inaccuracies in using the relatively

large Na ampoules as point detectors, mechanical errors (e.g. air leakage and

movement during the long irradiations) were greatly reduced in the latter runs

due to improved technique, and rigid control of the irradiation parameters for

fig. 11, mean the +, 5$ is a valid and more accurate figure for the comparison.

LATERAL UNIFOJMITY:

So far, the uniformity has been considered only in the most important

dimension, namely between the sources. However, minimising flux variations in

the other two dimensions, i.e. along the limb and in an antero - posterior

direction, is also desirable.
*

Measurements were made with gold foils, 2cm apart, in a vertical and

horizontal cross, midway between the sources. There was, therefore, more than 5cm

of moderator between the air gaps and foils, so that non - correction of the

epithermal resonance will not introduce significant errors.

These 'lateral plots' are shown in fig. 12 for the three arrangements.

The cone and small cylinder are again similar with uniformity figures of +_ 12.6$

and +. 10.6$ respectively (over 9,8cm as in bilateral plots). The 15.2cm diameter

cylinder has much better uniformity in the horizontal direction of ± l*Qf> with »

BlightIy poorer result vertically, due to reduced backscatter, since an air gap
• *

of this magnitude approaches relatively near the water surface» No significant

difference was seen between the vertical and horizontal profiles for the other

arrangements.
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CONCLUSIONS:

Therefore, there is little to choose between the small cylinder and

cone, the latter giving an increase in flux for slightly poorer uniformity.

However, improvement in lateral uniformity would be desirable and this could be

achieved by increasing the diameter, although not to the size of the large

cylinder. Particularly with the cone, this could have the second advantage of

reducing the high flux at the edges of the bilateral profile, possibly improving

the uniformity in this direction as well«

Air Gap; refinements

Following the above improvements, further refinements of the technique

were indicated, which resulted in the investigation of two additional arrangements;

a middle (12cm) diameter cylinder, and a larger, 12cm maximum diameter, cone.

The cone results for slightly different geometries are shown in fig. 13,

and indicate an improvement in bilateral uniformity to better than 4$. However,

improvements in uniformity are now being gained at the cost of total thermal flux.

A simple 12cm cylindrical air gap was found in commercial margarine

containers. These actually gave a combination of geometries since they narrowed

slightly from 12cm to 9«5cm, and were placed against the delivery tube end plate as

with the previous cylindrical arrangements. As before, some slightly different

geometries were tried, and gave similar uniformity figures of around + 2.5$, a

substantial improvement over all previous air gaps, although the total thermal

flux was again reduced compared to the early runs. (.FIG 14).

At this level, it was decided necessary to use smaller Na detectors

to delineate the profiles, and the uniformity for the 12cm cylinders was

established as in fact being about + 3$, ITOB repeat irradiations, this was

apparently approaching the limit of accuracy of these small detectors (which

contain only 4.6̂  w/w of Na), due principally to errors in determining the Na

content. Use of foils would be better in this respect but resonance correction
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for Au would be difficult..

A foil which duplicates calcium activation is necessary, and the

ideal choice would be manganese which gives Mn Êy - 0*85 & 1.8 MeV, ti- 2

However, this is relatively expensive, and none was available for use here.

The lateral uniformity is, as hoped, improved with the larger diameter

to £ yf> over 9.8cm, compared to +_ 10.6$ with the small diameter cylinder. This

is not likely to be a significant error source across the bone (a. - p.), since

the position likely to be occupied by a tibia, say, will be much less than the

specified 9.8cm, and with a simple perspex positioning plate could be very small

indeed. (FIG. 15)

SOURCE LISPLACIMENT:

More important is the variation along the bone length, and in an effort

to achieve an area of fairly uniform flux, before rapidly tailing off at the edges,

the bilateral sources together with the 12cm cylinders, were displaced 3cm

relative to each other, in a vertical plane. This displacement meant that the

horizontal separation, and hence irradiation area, was still the same size, but

the actual, source - source distance increased by 2nm. This would be unlikely to

harm the bilateral uniformity.

Prom fig. 1.4 the bilateral uniformity was not significantly different,

but from fig. 15 the 3cm source displacement did not seem to significantly alter

the vertical uniformity either. This latter result could possibly be explained

by assuming that the air gap, and scattering from the surrounding water, is giving

a more uniform flux across its diameter than would be expected fron the source in

water alone, across this distance. Hence the 3cm displacement is not sufficient

to result in a significant change for the 12cm cylinders.

Conclusions

In summary, the use of the water tank has numerous advantage», the
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principal one, apart from simplicity, being the ability to create a defined

irradiation volume of predictable and uniform flux, .using bilateral sources.

The air gap technique gives a distance factor between the source and

the patient, greatly decreasing the fast neutron dose, while retaining an average

energy sufficient to give a thermal flux (in moderator) of better uniformity.

The magnitude of this flux is lower, but significantly, the dose reduction is 5

times greater.

With the final shape of air gap used (the "12cm cylinders")» the

ideal has just about been achieved, with a uniformity over the centre 9.8cm of a

10.8cm wide irradiation area, being better than ± 3$. The corresponding variation

along the bone (vertically) is very small over 5cm, progressing to a more rapid

fall off over 10cm, giving a £ 9$ variation.

For the larger bone areas this figure could possibly be improved by

displacing the sources, .relative to each other in a vertical plane. However,

the disadvantages of this would be;

(a) the irradiations using a 3cm displacement imply that around twice or more

this displacement might be necessary for an appreciable effect. This would

increase the source - source distance (by at least 8mm) with possible

adverse effects on bilateral uniformity.

(b) the magnitude of the thermal flux would be decreased since the original

sum of the two sources is being spread along a greater length of bone.
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SERSIVITY & REPRODUCIBILITY

In the earlier stages of development, the likely usefulness of the

technique was assessed, by some preliminary sensitivity and reproducibility

measurements on 8 tibia phantoms, using the original 9.0cm diameter air - air gap.

The phantom materials used were:

(i) Compressed Ca JPO .) 2 powder,

(ii) Tissue equivalent pseudobone, type 1A1.

(iii) „ „ „ , type 'B'.

(iv) Ca(NO,)- solution,

(v) Human tibia from a dry skeleton.

The pseudobones are tissue equivalent proportions of Ca, Na, Mg and

Cl in a wax base, type 1B* having a. higher wax content (TABLE 2 ). Both have

neutron moderation and absorption properties similar to bone (GLAHOS 1975)« The

compressed powder and pseudobones were enclosed in perspex tubes of two inner

diameters; viz 2 and 3 cm. The phantoms were 40cm long, except for the 20 x 5«5cm

Ca(NO J „ solution bottle, which contained 3Og of calcium (approx £ the total

content of a normal tibia).

A 6 minute irradiation was performed, giving a 2Rem 'skin' dose

(0.5cm from the air gap) and 1 Rem 'marrow1 dose (midway between the sources).

For a patient seated at the tank the corresponding unshielded gonad dose, as

measured by radiation survey monitors, was lOmRem of neutrons and 6.5mB of /'s.

After irradiation the phantoms were transferred to the whole body

monitor at this centre, which comprises two 29.2cm diam. x 10.2cm thick NaI

crystals, set above and below a scanning bed and inside a lead shadow shield.

(BODDY, ELLIOTT, ROBERTSON, MAHAFPY & HOLLOWAY 1975). They were placed on the

static bed, above and between 10 and 12 cm away from the lower crystal, and using

only this crystal, a 10 minute count was commenced 2 «inut«« after irradiation.

; l
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Results it Discussion

The phantoms gave similar count rates per gam Ca1 except for the

solution (TABLE 2). The relatively high count rate with the Ca(NO,) „is because

the other,larger phantoms have a greater proportion of their Ca outside the

irradiation area. A consistently lower count rate from the 3cm diameter phantoms

is due to an effectively increased mean detector distance, and possibly slight

depression of thermal flux through the bone material.

Therefore, with this irradiation and counting arrangement, around

240cpm from Ca49 can be expected from a tibia, with a coefficient of variation

(C.V.) of 2.5$. Halving the maximum (skin) dose to 1 Hem would increase the C.V.

to about 4$.

Four repeat measurements on the human tibia, and 5 on the Ca(NO _) 2

solution, gave standard deviations of 1.1% and 1.6̂  respectively. This implies

the geometrical C.V. is small, particularly with the larger diameter Ca(NO ) „

bottle. Although positioning of the phantom is easier than that which would be

experienced with a human limb, the actual geometrical variation would probably

not be much poorer due to the simplicity of positioning, and the level of flux

uniformity attained. With the final air gap arrangement, a substantial improvement

in uniformity has been achieved in all three dimensions, which will improve the

reproducibility figures, particularly with the skeleton tibia. This is achieved,

however,by reduction of thermal flux at' the profile edges by 10 %, and will

slightly increase the statistical C.V. compared to the above phanton results.

A much more important error source for in - vivo measurements is

inherent in the counting equipment used here. With th« whole body monitor, the

large detector separation results in th« use of only «ingle crystal counting.

This means there is a rapid alteration in detection efficiency as the bone -

detector distance changes, due to movement or tissue thickness variations. This

could result in as much as ± 10$ variation in counting sensitivity, not evident
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in repeated measurements on the same phantom, and negates any advantage achieved

with the highly uniform irradiation flux. (FIG. 16)

A practical, and less expensive facility for partial body counting,

would be the use of two smaller detectors (6" x 4")» positioned at the ideal

bilateral separation, for the body section of interest. This would not only give

much better uniformity of counting but may increase the sensitivity as well.

Two such crystals were on loan to the centre for a short period, and

some simple measurements were made to assess the sensitivity of such a counter to

the 2.75MeV radiation of Na24, which will closely siaulate the 3.08MeV from Ca49.

Figure 17 shows the counting efficiency with distance from the detector, relative

to the count rate at its face, and the calculated sensitivity between 2 detectors

for separations of 8, 10 and 11 cm.

For this energy the relative efficiency of the 6" x 4" to the larger

crystal, was found to be 80.4$ for a sample at the centre of the crystal face.

However, the bone - detector distance for the human tibia measurements

was 11.9cm, which means the detection sensitivity was only 35$ of the Ocm value.

Placing the bone directly onto the detector would therefore substantially increase

the count rate, but positioning errors would become even more critical.

use of the less efficient 6" x 4" crystals, bilaterally at an lien

separation in order to define the same width as in the irradiation tank, gives

small bone - detector distances. The non - uniformity of detection will give

the minimum sensitivity for a bone exactly midway between the crystals, and a

variation of better than +15$ over the <&.8cm) detection area. This minim»

sensitivity for the sum of the two 6" x 4" crystals is equivalent to 67.5$ of the

sensitivity at the face of the whole body monitor crystal, and is nearly twice

the 35$ for the actual tibia count.

Therefore, for two 6" x 4" crystals at a separation of llcm, «round

460cpm would be expected from Ca4^ in a normal tibia for 2Rem dose, with a

background of 60cpm, using a lead shadow shield. This would give a statistical
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C.V. of only 1,6$ for 2 Hem, or 2.5$ for 1 Rea, using a 10 minute count commencing

2 minutes after irradiation, and a 20 minute background. In addition,, a ± 1cm

change in bone position would give a + 1$ alteration in counting sensitivity,

compared to + T% with the monitor crystal (for a mean bone position of 12cm away).

For a bone further from the midline of the two smaller detectors, position changes

will result in a greater variation (to a maximum + 10j6 for +. 1cm), but the

sensitivity will simultaneously increase (by up to 30$ more).

PuTDHE WOBK

For the final air gap geometry, it is difficult to see how further

improvements could be achieved, and due to inaccuracies in the flux detectors,

even more difficult to measure them. The bilateral uniformity is at a level

where it is likely to be K minor error source, and further improvements which

reduce the total thermal flux are unlikely to be worthwhile.

Two measurements which will be made in the near future, however, are;

(a) to enclose the end of the source delivery tube in a conical shaped extension

of the 12cm diameter cylindrical air gap, to see if this will increase the

edges of the thermal profile, by reducing scattering away from the

irradiation area.

(b) A 5 - 6 cm vertical displacement of the sources relative to each other, to

see if uniformity can be improved along long bones without serious effect

on other irradiation parameters.

More accurate dosimetry, and the Cf - 252 spectrum alterations with

the different arrangements also need measured, and will be performed with gold

foils plus sulphur and indium threshold detectors in the for* of criticality

dosimeters (DELAPIELD, DENNIS & GIBSON 1973).

Further Ca phantom measurements will bt performed with the finalised
24

irradiation geometry, and the accuracy and level of interference from Na

(1.37 & 2.75 MeV), Cl 3 (̂l.64 & 2.17 MeV) and S57(3.1 MeV e Cl
57(n,p)S57) assessed.
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252Due to Cf decay, the earlier 6 minute exposure will now be 9

minutes to give a 2 Bern skin dose. Since the Ca4" half life is 8.8 minutes,

this will not greatly harm the accuracy. An arbitrary limit of usefulness is

when the sources take 3 half lives to deliver the required dose, which would mean

two 25ug sources would be the minimum for limb Ca activation with the present

set up.

For partial body irradiations, the lumbar opine is the most useful

indicator of mineral status due to a comparatively high bone turnover rate. The

envisaged lumbar spine irradiation geometry would be unilateral sources at a

mutual separation of 10cm, giving good uniformity along the length of the spine,

for a patient with his back against the water tank. However, as the vertebral

bodies lie from 6 - 10 cm deep, the poor uniformity with depth would be a problem.

From the unilateral plots (FIG 6), this depth lies on the tail of

the flux profiles, the use of the air gap or purely premoderator, being relatively

unimportant. The apparently greater flux with the air gap would be reduced for

adjacent sources, due to the combined air gaps reducing the reflecting material
252around them. Utilising the Cf J 5 - 6 cm from the wall of the water tank with

no air gap would have the advantages of simplicity, slightly lower dose, and a

uniform flux between the sources, and hence along the spine.

This is the proposed geometry for spinal measurements and some

further spinal phantoms have to be irradiated for a final sensitivity figure.
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TRACE ELEMENT STUDIES

Introduction

The advantage of neutron activation over other in - vivo bone mineral

measurement techniques, is the ability to measure the mineral directly, without

recourse to radiation absorption measurements of some pseudodensity. Apart from

the thermal activation of calcium, phosphorous and the Ca/P ratio can be obtained

from a Cf irradiation without premoderator (P'in, J)Al28; 11 - 2.27m, Ev - 1.78MeV),

although the phosphorous sensitivity is much lower due to its 2 MeV threshold.

(GLAROS 1975).

This basic versatility allows application of californium to the

measurement of many other body elements, including intrathyroidal iodine (BODDY1

ROBERTSON & GLAROS 1974) and trace metals. The latter may produce a wide variety

of clinical symptoms as a result of either a homeostatic disorder or industrial

exposure, leading to toxic accumulations of these elements, usually in the liver.

The usefulness of activation analysis in diagnosis and treatment follow

up is dictated by the neutron cross section, the relative amounts of the element

present in the disease state, and the suitability of activation products for

measurement. Basically, these factors define the required radiation dose to the

patient in order to obtain reasonable counting statistics, and feasibility studies

of clinical measurement may be made by giving a known exposure to a standard

quantity of the element of interest, in a suitable phantom.

Some possible examples on which brief sensitivity measurements will

be made shortly are, COPFBR in Wilson's disease (AL - TIKRITY 1976), IRON in

haemochromatosis (HALLIDAY, RUSSO, COWLISHAW & POWELL 1977), and ZINC intoxication

(POLSON, TATTERSHALL 1969)

Of these, iron and zinc measurement with Cf - 252 is not likely to be

clinically useful, due to the former1* 5 MeV threshold (Pe 5 n̂,p)Mn5fi) and the
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latter's lack of suitable isotopes. The copper exhibits two reactions of promise;

Cu 5(n,/)Cu ̂  and Cu ̂ n, J)Cu ; where Cu 4 emits /rays of 1.34 & 0.51 MeV

(t! - 12.8h) and Cu66Of 1.04 & 0.82 MeV (tn - 5.Ia).
K 2

Aluminium and Cadmium

For the present however, the investigation has been restricted to two

elements of interest, namely cadmium and aluminium.

Cadmium is not an«»ssential trace element and is a highly toxic heavy

metal. Its numerous industrial applications have resulted in cases of chronic

poisoning in workers, and it has been implicated as a causative agent in a wide

variety of diseases including hypertension, and kidney, lung and liver disorders.

(FRIBERG et al, 1974)

Activation analysis of Cd was first suggested by BIGGIN et al (1974)

using the technique of neutron capture (prompt) / ray analysis, rather than by

the measurement of induced radioactive decay products. This will be discussed

in detail in the next section.

Aluminium has only recently been suspected of producing a toxic

syndrome, and then only in patients with longstanding renal failure. (BERLYNE,

BEN .- ARI, PEST, WEINBERGER, STERN, GIIMORE & LEVINE 1970). Loss of kidney

function results in these patients being prone to develop a serious hyperphos -

phataemia, which is clinically controlled by oral AlOH administration. Originally

it was assumed the aluminium was excreted in the faeces as insoluble aluminium

phosphates, but retention was suspected when a number of dialysis patients died

from a relentlessly progressive form of dementia, and post - mortem analysis

established high levels of aluminium in the grey Batter, bone« and liver. (ALFREY,

LEGENDRE & KAEHNY 1976).

More recently, the evidence against Al has accumulated, although it

is now suspected from regional variation, that the primary sourct is the dialysis

water and the AlOH is relatively unimportant. (PLATTS, GOODE & HISLOP 1977)
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ALUMINIUM MEASUHEMENT

Initial measurements were made on 1.1 litre polythene bottles

representing the brain and liver, which contained 100 times the normal levels of

0.34 and 1.2 mg respectively. (ICEP 1975)

The brain irradiation allows use of bilateral Cf - 252 sources at a

proposed 3 «5cm premoderated source - skin separation, assuming a 14cm cranial

diameter. A 5 Hem skin dose is received in 4 minutes and a 5 minute count is

performed using one crystal of whole body monitor, 2 minutes after irradiation.

For liver irradiation, unilateral sources are necessary at a proposed llcm

separation and 5cm premoderated skin distance, and will deliver a 5 Bern exposure

in 6 minutes. (FIG 18)

The activity counted is that produced by the thermal neutron activation

of Al; Al 27(n, Jf)U. 28, (Ev- 1.78 MeV, ti- 2.27m). However, the presence of large

amounts of phosphorous in the body result in interference fro* the fast neutron

*reaction, P An^c)Al which has a threshold of tboat 2 MeV. Therefore, the

brain and liver phantoms were also irradiated with a physiological phosphorous

content of about 4.8mg.

The brain results gave 0.27 counts per minute at normal Al levels,

which results in a £ 36$ counting error (C.V.) at 30 times normal, and ± 11% at

100 times normal Al. The phosphorous interference contributed 49$ and 23$

respectively of the Al peak (not including skull phosphorous).

Although this irradiation was performed in the water tank, this is

obviously not practical in - vivo, and the sources would be inserted into wax

blocks, with a water filled polythene bag helmet. It would be difficult to restrict

the eye dose, and undesirable for them to receive the full 5 R»»«

More promising is the liver irradiation which would give 0.7c.p.m.

from a normal Al level, implying a counting error of £ 23$ at 30 tines normal and

i 9V' at 100 times. The corresponding phosphorous interferences are now reduced to
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20$ and 1% respectively. The unilateral irradiation however, results in poorer

uniformity making patient and phantom comparison inaccurate.

Following this, the 'liver' bottle was placed inside a polythene thorax

section fro« an anthrapomorphic phantom, which was then positioned against the

outside wall of the tank with the two sources 5cra inside, and separated from each

other by llcm (FIG 18). No attempt was made to investigate the optimum geometry,

and that outlined, resulted in a reduction to O.Jc.p.m. for normal Al levels,

which implies a counting error of HK 83$ at 30 times normal and £ 26% at 100 times

normal for 5 Bern dose. For 10 Bern this would be reduced to 32$ and 16$ respectively.

It should be remembered though, that due to the very low amount of Al

in the liver, even 100 times normal still amounts to only 12mg in the whole liver

mass of 180Og.

Therefore, accurate Al determination is not possible but substantially

raised levels will be detected and may be useful in confirming the aetiology of

aluminium in the dialysis encephalopathy syndrome.

Capture Jf ray Spectroscopyi

The method of prompt (capture) / ray analysis used for cadmium

measurement, consists of detecting jf rays of characteristic energy emitted during

the irradiation. These originate from metastable compound nuclei around 10~

seconds after neutron capture, as a result of the reaction, Cd (n,/)Cd ,

where B - 559keV and a - 20,00Ob.

The necessity to irradiate and count simultaneously results in a very

high background despite elaborate detector shielding. Using an accelerator as a

neutron source, this background may be greatly reduced by pulsing the beam and

using alternate radiation and counting periods, although this is not easily

possible with the more economical neutron radioisotope sources.

With a NaI detector the additional problems of high dead time, iodine
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activation and poor resolution of the many prompt Jf'a fro« surrounding materials,

would make this approach impossible. Hence, the use of a semiconductor (GeLi)

detector with its low neutron sensitivity, lower efficiency (and hence reasonable

dead time) and high resolution is the obvious choice.

The basic irradiation arrangement adopted is illustrated in fig 19,

and utilises the sources nearer the surface of the water and an air colltmator of

inverted polythene bottles. These give a unilateral irradiation to the liver

phantom, a few cm above the tank. A 40cc GeLi at right angles to the source, in

order to minimise scattering and maximise shielding, then detects the emitted

prompt / rays.

The detector was mounted in the doorway of the Cf irradiation cell,

with the water tank just inside, giving good shielding to its sides and rear.

Frontword shielding was limited by the detector frame and the desire to reduce

the sample - detector distance, and consisted of paraffin wax blocks and a lead

collimator for the GeLi probe. Neutron scattering into the lead and down the

collimator was reduced by a boron loaded wax collar and a LiF plate insert, both

of which have high thermal neutron absorption cross sections.

Two geometries were investigated using different size air colliaators

(PIG 20):

A Two 12cm deep by 7cm diameter bottles, giving a sample surface to source

distance of 24cm, and sample surface to detector of 42cm.

B Two 9cm deep by 5cm diameter bottles, giving sample - source and sample -

detector distances of 19 and 41cm.

In the latter runs a lead plate (31x51x0.5e») was introduced into the

tank.

CAEMIl)H MEASUREMENTS

Th* results from the two geometries were the same, although the overall

background was higher with the sources nearer the water surface (Geometry B)

\
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Identical repeat irradiations gave consistent results, but slight

changes in position could significantly alter scattering»or the number of Cd

photopeak gammas entering the collimator.

The spectrum obtained (FIG 21) shows numerous peaks other than the

559keV from cadmium. The positron (5HkeV) peak is obvious and the second major

background peak (596keV) is attributable to activation of the germanium crystal.

There is also a small peak at 868keV consistent with the Ge spectrum.

The third and fourth important peaks are probably from a variety of

sources. Firstly, iron structures surrounding the Cf would provide the peaks at

479 & 692 keV, but the expected peak at 898keV (of similar intensity to the 479keV)

is not visible. Alternatively, the 479 peak alone could be due partly to boron

in the wax, but more likely is that the two peaks are from nitrogen which emits

prompt gammas of 473, 479 and 696 keV, and additionally 597 and 866 keV, which

would be masked by the Ge activation.

Irradiation of a liquid nitrogen bottle could not, however, confirm

this and may imply that activation of liquid nitrogen coolant around the germanium

crystal is more important than activation of nitrogen in the air around the

collimator.

Integral Cd counts were taken fro« the peak using a trapezoid method

of background subtraction. This was because irradiation of higher Cd concentrations

greatly increased scattering into the detector collimator, compared to the

irradiation of a blank water - filled bottle. Dosimetry was measured with

portable radiation survey monitors.

These measurements indicated that with the present set - up, a dos«

of 2 Rem (l670mR n's and 32OmR /'s) would be delivered in 20 minutes and result

in a counting error (coeff. of var.) of + 30$ for * liver concentration of lOOppm.

Five Rem (total skin dose) would give a counting error of + 18/'» on lOOppm and a

minimum detectable amount of 27ppm.

i .



Th* cadmium concentration of a normal liver is about 2ppm while

Thomas et al (1976) found workers with suspectd poisoning had cadmium levels of

30 to 200 ppm. Therefore, although the optimum arrangement has not yet been

thoroughly investigated, it is capable of indicating when danger levels of cadmium

are reached, and would be useful in early or differential diagnosis of cadmium

poisoning.

The accuracy of the technique would be greatly improved with better

detector shielding, to reduce the background. With the present arrangement, much

of the shielding is hydrogenous neutron moderator which is a prolific source of

energetic gamma, rays. The origin of the gamma background is thoroughly

investigated in the next section, together with lead shielding arrangements.

Further Cd measurements were made with this shielding but resulted in. a considerable

interference in the Cd range due to 569keV gammas from the lead. Therefore,

although increased sensitivity could be achieved with improved shielding around

the source, it would have to be constructed of epoxy resin, bismuth, tungsten or

steel. (VAKCSKY, ELLIS, CHEN & COHN 1977). The lead detector collimator used in

the original measurements is unlikely to be a significant error source.

Finally, the GeLi available for use here was approaching obsolescence,

and further improvement would be gained with a more efficient detector (or two, if

possible), with the ability to resolve the Cd and Fb peaks.

NON - CAmiUM PROMPT & MEASUREMENTS

Additional investigations performed with this facility were irradiations

of 100 times liver concentrations of zinc (4,700ppm), iron (l7.777ppm) «nd copper

(667ppm), and 1000 times aluminium (667ppm). No difference from baclcground was

visible in the expected peak-regions, the principal of which are 1078keV (Zn), 692

and 898 keV (Fe), 466 and 609 keV (Cu) and 1778keV (Al).

Shielding_____w. ^ . ; : i . - . . . . ' • •. •

The air collimator arrangement illustrated a« geometry 1A' in Table J

was used in conjunction with lead shielding to investigate possible dose reduction,

and the principal source of the prompt / counting background*
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DoBiaetry was performed with portable neutron and / survey monitors,

over the air collimator (patient position), at the top edge of the tank (detector

position), and beside the tank (surrounding dose). The shielding consisted of the

tank water* a lead castle of 2 inch and 4 inch chevron bricks, and lead plates

placed over the open top of the castle.

The results indicate (TABLE 5 ) 5

a) the lead nastle reduces the surrounding / dose, into the detector and to the

patient» by 5056. This implies most of the / dose is from the source itself

or thermal neutron capture in the water in its immediate vicinity (Geom. A & B),

b) Removing the water from the tank gives only a small reduction in Jf dose at

the patient position, implying most of the gammas are a result of Cf fission.

Any reduction ±n / shielding effect by removing the water is unlikely to be

great at this position, since the air collimator means there is very little

water directly between the dosemeter and the sources.

c) 12mm of lead directly between the sources and patient gives a 50# reduction

in / dose and I6j6 reduction in neutron dose. (24mm lead gives relatively

greater neutron reduction).

In addition, the effect on / scattering into the detector of placing

a large water filled thorax section (from an anthropomorphic phantom) in the patient

position, was investigated. The results of this were;

i) the phantom increased the / dose at the detector position by about 25$

(10-16 mR/h), independently of the shielding arrangement,

ii) placing lead over the water surface at the edge of the tank gave only a nail

reduction in / dose, implying very little is produced in water distant fro«

the source.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, therefore, substantial dos* reductions any b« effected with

the combined lead and water shielding. However, as mentioned, / rays from the lead

rule this out for the prompt Jf work, although the shielding .outlined will be useful

in liver irradiations for decay gamma ray investigations.
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SUMMARY

A simple and highly accurate facility for partial body calcium

measurement has been outlined, based on neutron activation analysis by two lOOug

Cf - 252 sources.

A water tank and novel air gap technique has been utilised to obtain

a highly uniform irradiation flux of better than ± 3$ over 10cm, and the

sensitivity for Ca measurement in a number of tibia phantoms has been investigated.

The results imply that with bilateral 15.2 x 10.2 cm NaI crystals, a statistical

accuracy of ± 1.6$ could be achieved for 2Rem dose. Repeat measurements with

single crystal counting gave the poorest overall S.D. of 3.T5&, for irradiations of

a dry human tibia.

Preliminary application of the technique to liver measurements of

aluminium content and also to cadmium measurement by prompt gamma analysis is

outlined.
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